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Lighting Trends

• Emergence of an innovative lighting 
industry

• 100% LED baseline in the 2019 model 
energy codes (T24 was 100% in 2016)

• Smart lighting, IoT, connectivity

• The wellbeing and performance of people 
matters

• “Health is the new sustainability”… green 
buildings give rise to healthy buildings

• “Investing in well-being is a vital, long-
term real estate strategy”
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The New Light Paradigm

• Light is no longer just for vision 

• Light is important for circadian 
support, wellbeing, performance, 
ecology, productivity, alertness, data...

• Renewed focus on quality of light

• Driven by research in light and 
health/well-being and the possibilities 
with connected, intelligent LED lighting 
systems
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Results of the new light paradigm

• Source efficiency to system efficiency – new metrics

• Component silos to integrated systems

• Systems become a necessity to deliver beyond-visual benefits

• Defined, static functionality to functionality which changes depending 
on the non-energy benefits and services being provided in addition to 
lighting for visual tasks

• Just enough light to nutritive light…the right amount, spectrum, 
exposure of light for the person

The new light paradigm impacts the power needs for LED 
lighting systems of the future and how the power for 
connected systems will be determined and measured.



The Promise of Outcome-Based Codes

• Meter and monitor all loads; measure actual energy usage, 
eliminate exempted and out-of-scope loads 

• Support for lighting innovation; low-hanging fruit has been 
picked

• Further energy savings through systems and systems 
integration in buildings

• Highly efficient lighting systems that use responsible 
amounts of energy in order to provide for visual tasks and 
other needs of occupants.

• Easier compliance and improved enforcement

• If California can develop and implement an outcome-based 
code, then the rest of the country will follow suit!



Thank you!

Questions?


